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Status Update

- Rolled two version since last IETF meeting
- Language improvements thanks to Torbjörn Einarsson and Jaehwan Kim
- Renamed the misspelled Referer header to Referrer
- Clarified behavior when PLAY requesting range beyond available end-point.
- Defined behavior when updating PLAY request to include stop point that is already passed by server.
- Clarified behavior when including RTP-Info and Range in GET_PARAMETER requests
Status Update, continued

- Changed the syntax for float values from
  - ["-" 1*39DIGIT ["." 1*46DIGIT]
  - ["-" 1*12DIGIT ["." 1*9DIGIT]
  - As it appears that the number of digits was way beyond what is needed for RTSP

- Added missing PLAY-NOTIFY in an example
Next Steps

- Thanks to the ones that has commented
- We have only a single issue open
  - The Changes section needs update
- We now need more reviews to find any remaining issues
- People have been reluctant to review as it doesn’t appear ready
- Propose that we start a 4 week WG last call
  - 4 weeks because it is a big document to read